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Abstract. Activity and context recognition in pervasive and wearable
computing ought to continuously adapt to changes typical of open-ended
scenarios, such as changing users, sensor characteristics, user expecta-
tions, or user motor patterns due to learning or aging. System perfor-
mance inherently relates to the user’s perception of the system behavior.
Thus, the user should be guiding the adaptation process. This should be
automatic, transparent, and unconscious.
We capitalize on advances in electroencephalography (EEG) signal pro-
cessing that allow for error related potentials (ErrP) recognition. ErrP
are emitted when a human observes an unexpected behavior in a system.
We propose and evaluate a hand gesture recognition system from wear-
able motion sensors that adapts online by taking advantage of ErrP. Thus
the gesture recognition system becomes self-aware of its performance,
and can self-improve through re-occurring detection of ErrP signals.
Results show that our adaptation technique can improve the accuracy
of a user independent gesture recognition system by 9.58% when ErrP
recognition is perfect. When ErrP recognition errors are factored in,
recognition accuracy increases by 3.29%. We characterize the boundary
conditions of ErrP recognition guaranteeing beneficial adaptation. The
adaptive algorithms are applicable to other forms of activity recognition,
and can also use explicit user feedback rather than ErrP.
1 Introduction
Human activity and gesture recognition from body worn motion sensors using
machine learning techniques [1] enables activity based computing [2].
Motivation Activity recognition systems are trained in a user-independent
manner for ‘out of the box’ operation. Training data is collected from multiple
subjects to build generic statistical activity models. Exhaustive data collection
is time consuming and may not be practical. The recognition of simple activities
may already be difficult in a user independent manner [3]. As activities get
more complex, this becomes a major challenge. Some highly complex gesture
recognition systems weren’t even trained for user independence [4].
User specific models usually perform better than user independent models
but are less able to generalize to new subjects [5, 6, 3]. They are trained on the
target user to reflect individual characteristics. This individual training phase
may not be practical when deploying a system.
User independent and user specific systems are trained once at design time,
respectively during first use, and remain static throughout operation. Thus they
are not able to adapt to so far unseen situations typical of open-ended scenarios.
These systems also have no knowledge about their instantaneous performance,
as it was characterized at training time on a specific dataset. Therefore no action
can be taken if runtime performance drops. This can be important for example
in critical applications, where stopping the context-aware system may be better
than letting it operate with reduced performance.
Contribution Activity and context recognition in pervasive and wearable com-
puting ought to continuously adapt to changes typical of real-world applications,
such as a new user of the system, changing sensor characteristics, changing user
expectations, or changing user motor patterns due to learning or aging. System
performance inherently relates to the user’s perception of the system behav-
ior. Thus, the user should be guiding the adaptation process. This should be
automatic, transparent, and unconscious.
In order to guide adaptation according to the user’s run-time expectation, a
feedback signal is required. We capitalize on advances in electroencephalography
(EEG) signal processing that allow for error related potentials (ErrP) recogni-
tion. ErrP occur when a human observes an unexpected behavior in a system
[7–9]. We propose and evaluate a hand gesture recognition system from wearable
motion sensors that adapts online by taking advantage of ErrP. Essentially the
activity recognition system turns into an autonomous system with performance
self-awareness and self-improvement capabilities.
In this work, we focus on user specific adaptation from a user-independent
model through ErrP signal occurrences. Specific contributions include:
– An experimental setup (gesture based HCI scenario) that allows the joint
investigation of activity recognition, ErrP detection, and the combination of
both into an autonomously adaptive activity recognition system.
– A dataset of EEG signals, electro-oculography (EOG), hand acceleration and
electro-myography (EMG), with 18’000+ gesture instances on 7 subjects.
– The baseline ErrP detection and non-adaptive gesture recognition accuracy.
– A method to estimate instantaneous recognition performance from ErrP.
– A comparative analysis of three strategies to adapt the gesture recognition
system to a specific user from a user independent model based on ErrP.
Paper content In section 2 we review adaptive approaches applied to activity
recognition and explain the nature of ErrP. In section 3 we describe the experi-
mental setup we use to investigate adaptive activity recognition driven by ErrP.
In section 4 we present the ErrP detection results. In section 5 we show how
instantaneous system performance can be derived from ErrP signals. We com-
paratively evaluate user adaptation strategies driven by ErrP signals in section
6. We discuss results in section 7 and conclude in section 8.
2 State of the art
Adaptation strategies and limitations Adaptive techniques can improve
the performance for individual users without affecting generalization capability.
A user-independent model can adapt to a specific user during a short calibration
phase. This has been investigated in handwriting [10] and speech [11] recognition,
where it remains a major research topic [12]. Similar approaches were proposed
in gesture recognition [13]. Calibration-based approaches are time consuming
with large number of activites and activity models remain static after calibra-
tion. In dynamic model selection a pre-existing model that best corresponds to
the current user or his environment is selected at run-time. This has been applied
in speech processing [14]. In activity recognition it has been used to adapt to the
user’s on-body sensor placement preferences, by selecting models corresponding
to the automatically detected sensor location [15]. Such approaches require ex-
tensive training data to build multiple models. Other adaptation techniques rely
on the unsupervised tracking of clusters of activities in the feature space [16].
While devised for sensor placement adapatation, similar principles may apply to
user adaptation. Such approaches can adapt at run-time because they rely on
underlying data structure properties. However they do not guarantee to adapt
in a way that reflects the user’s perception of system performance.
Current adaptation strategies do not take into account the user’s perception
of the system’s behavior. Guiding adaptation according to the user’s run-time
expectation requires a feeback signal. Explicit interaction may provide this feed-
back, such as a button that is pressed when the behavior of the context-aware
system is not satisfactory. In the vision of wearable and pervasive computing,
however, feedback should be transparent: automatic and unconscious.
Brain signals related to unexpected action perception Several studies
have suggested the existence of a neural system responsible for error processing
[17]. Specifically, stereotypical electrophysiological signals have been consistently
reported to appear as a response to erroneous actions [18] or unexpected ac-
tion outcomes [9]. These signals, —termed Error-related negativity (ERN) and
Feedback-related negativity (FRN)— are characterized by a negative deflection of
the EEG signals in fronto-central areas of the scalp, followed by a centro-parietal
positive peak. Typical signal latencies are 50 to 100ms in the case ERNs and
around 250ms for FRNs. Neurophysiological studies have provided evidence of
error-based learning. Specifically, it has been suggested that these signals reflect
conscious error processing; post-error adjustment of response strategies [18], and
reward-based adaptive behavior [9].
Moreover, research on Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) has shown that it
is possible to recognize EEG error-related signals (ErrP) on single trials above
random levels [19–21]. Based on this fact, these signals have been proposed to
be used to correct erroneous motor action in speed-response human-computer
interaction [21], as well as to increase the information transfer rate of EEG-
based BCI sytems [19]. Experimental measures taken over different time periods
(up to two years) show that these potentials are stable over time, despite the
delay between recordings. Current protocols for EEG signal analysis require
motionless subjects to avoid that EMG signals (1-30mV) from muscle activity
contaminate the subtler EEG signals (10-100µV ) [22]. In order to use EEG
system in naturalistic settings, however, researchers now start to investigate
limited subject mobility.
3 ErrP-based adaptive gesture recognition scenario
We investigate the use of ErrP to guide the adaptation of a gesture recognition
system in an HCI scenario. This scenario is based on a game to maintain the
user’s involvement during experimental sessions [23, 19]. It is designed so that
a large number of gesture instances can be acquired in a comparatively short
amount of time. It allows movements of the user’s arm with limited amplitude,
to investigate EEG signal analysis in more realistic situations than state of the
art EEG protocols. EEG signal and hand acceleration from a wearable sensor is
recorded during the scenario to assess adaptation strategies in oﬄine simulations.
Gesture-controlled computer game The subjects played a computerized
version of a “memory game” consisting of 8 image pairs (fig 1). The 16 images are
randomly distributed in a four by four matrix and hidden behind question marks.
The subjects have to find identical pairs of images, which are then removed from
the screen. If two images are flipped they are hidden again before a new image
can be selected. The game is finished when all image pairs were correctly found.
The game input interface is based on five hand gestures. Left, right, up and
down hand movements shift the image selection cursor in the corresponding
direction. Each directional gestures starts and ends at a central home position.
Flipping an image is controlled by closing and opening the hand.
Measurement setup The online recognition of the gestures is based on light
barriers and a reed switch. This ensures accurate gesture recognition for the
collection of a reference dataset. Three horizontal and three vertical infrared
light barriers detect the hand position (see fig. 1). The closing gesture is detected
from a reed switch on the subjects hand activated by a magnet on the subjects
fingers.
A tri-axial acceleration sensor at the subjects fingertips records the motion
of the hand for oﬄine acceleration-based gesture recognition. The acceleration
sensor is sampled at 64 Hz and connected via USB to the experiment computer.
This computer also ran the memory game. Another computer recorded EEG, as
well as arm EMG and eye movements using EOG with the Biosemi ActiveTwo
Fig. 1: The computer game is presented on the screen; the light-barrier frame, mag-
net and reed switches capture game control gestures; the acceleration sensor, EMG
electrodes (right wrist, biceps and shoulder), EOG electrodes, and EEG electrode cap
stream data to a PC for recording and oﬄine analysis.
system with active electrodes. EMG and EOG allow for motion artifacts can-
cellation by adaptive filtering. Both computers were interconnected to ensure a
synchronized data recording using a shared data line.
Experimental protocol Seven healthy male subjects aged 25 to 47 partici-
pated. For each subject we recorded 14 sessions with a duration of three to five
minutes. One session corresponds to one memory game. Between recording ses-
sions the subjects could rest for one to two minutes. We recorded more than 2700
hand gestures per subject. The experiment lasted about two hours per subject
including setup.
In each session we randomly artificially induced between 5% and 33% of
gesture recognition errors to provoke ErrP events. In an error case the game
selects a random command instead of the user command. For example if the
subject closes his hand to turn a card, the card is not turned but instead the
cursor is moved in a random direction.
4 EEG-ErrP Single-Trial Recognition
Following previous studies [23, 19], we perform classification using the time signal
of electrodes FCz and Cz as input features for a Bayesian filter [24], since EEG
ErrP are characterized by a fronto-central distribution along the midline. EEG
potentials were spatially filtered by subtracting from each electrode the average
potential (i.e. the common average reference) at each time step to suppress av-
erage brain activity and keep the information from the local sources below each
electrode. A 1–10-Hz bandpass filter was applied as ErrPs are relatively slow
cortical potentials [25]. EEG signals were subsampled to 64Hz before classifi-
cation, which is based on temporal features. The input vector for the classifier
(described below) is composed by the time samples on electrodes FCz and Cz
within a fixed time window after the feedback onset.
At each sampling time step, the Bayesian filter estimates the state probabil-
ities according to the observations and the previous state estimations. In this
case, we have discrete observations of a continuous EEG signal and we want to
find the state for the action shown on the screen, i.e. an erroneous or correct
movement.
To build the Bayesian filter, we define two possible states at each time t:
St = 1 for erroneous recognition, and St = 0 for correct recognition. At each
sampling time step t observations Ot are given by a vector with components FCz
and Cz corresponding to the electrodes of the same name: Ot = [FCzt, Czt].
Observations and states from time zero to T are respectively noted O0:T and
S0:T .
A transition model is defined by a first order Markov hypothesis for states
over time: P (St|S0:t−1) = P (St|St−1) for t = 0 . . . T . Since the state during
a single trial doesn’t change, the transition model corresponds to the identity
matrix: P (St|St−1) = 1 if St = St−1 and zero otherwise.
The sensor model is given by the probability distribution P (Ot|St) which
predicts observations given the state. Then the decomposition of the joint prob-
ability is given by:
P (S0:TO0:T ) = P (S0)P (O0|S0)
T∏
t=1
(P (St|St−1)P (Ot|St)) (1)
The classification consists in estimating P (St|O0:t), i.e. the probability of
the state (error or correct) knowing the observations (EEG activity). It can be
obtained in a recurrent manner; first, a prediction (2) of the state is done based
on the transition model and then, second, the state estimation (3) is computed
based on the sensor model.
P (St|O0:t−1) =
∑
St−1
(P (St|St−1)P (St−1|O0:t−1)) (2)
P (St|O0:t) ∝ P (Ot|St)P (St|O0:t−1) (3)
Given the identity transition matrix, the prediction–estimation recurrent cal-
culus is simplified:
P (St = 1 |O1:t) ∝ P (Ot|St)P (St−1 = 1 |O1:t−1) (4)
And correspondingly for P (St = 0 |O1:t). Being Qt be the quotient of the
probabilities for both states, an erroneous trial is detected when ln(Qt) is posi-
tive, where ln(Qt) = ln(Qt−1) + ln(P (Ot|St = 1))− ln(P (Ot|St = 0)).
Estimations from both channels are combined using a naive fusion,
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: (a) Grand average error-related potential on the FCz electrode, Error minus
Correct condition, (thick line); individual subject averages are shown with thin dashed
lines. Time (t=0) is measured from the feedback onset. Electrodes positions are shown
in the scalp plot. (b) Average value of the state detection for correct and erroneous
trials of session 1 on subject V.
P (Ot|St) = P (FCzt|St)P (Czt|St) (5)
The sensor model P (Ot|St) is defined by a Gaussian distribution with a mean
µt and a variance σ2t , these parameter were estimated using the training dataset.
Having two input channels and two possible states, we have four Gaussian distri-
butions at each time t, and eight parameters to identify. This approach updates
the estimated state probability as new samples are available, an example of the
average estimated probability at different time points. Fig. 2 shows the aver-
age EEG activity in channel FCz (error-minus correct condition), as well as the
average state estimation for both classes at different time points.
We divided the recorded dataset into seven folds of EEG activity for each
subject; every single fold corresponds to two consecutive memory games. The
classifier was trained using a Leave-One-Fold-Out Cross Validation, i.e. train-
ing with 6 folds, and testing on the 7th, then averaging results for all folds.
We consider the activity of electrodes in the [150, 1000] ms time windows af-
ter the feedback presentation, estimating the state probabilities according to
the observations and taking a choice at the time instant that maximizes State
Recognition. Table 1 shows classification results for the described technique; we
should stress the fact that the ErrP recognition can be affected by EMG arti-
fact contamination due to subject movements. This indeed a major challenge
in the integration of EEG activity in pervasive applications. Different filtering
techniques can be applied for reducing such contamination [26], and its use will
be object of further study.
Subjects Average
I II III IV V VI VII
Sensitivity 0.74 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.57 0.65 0.58 0.62
Specificity 0.48 0.71 0.73 0.59 0.75 0.65 0.63 0.65
Table 1: Sensitivity and specificity for the seven subjects using Leave-One-Fold-Out
Cross Validation.
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Fig. 3: The estimated accuracy vs. the measured accuracy for a specific specificity and
sensitivity level.
5 Performance self-awareness through ErrP detection
A run-time system performance measure can be obtained from the detection of
ErrP events. We define Nerr the number of ErrP events and Ngest the number
of executed gestures during a period of operation. The ErrP detection specificity
and sensitivity is specErrP and sensErrP , characterized during system training.
We assume that sensitivity and specificity is stationary throughout operation
(i.e. no fluctuations of specErrP and sensErrP ). In this case we can estimate the
true accuracy of the gesture recognition as follows:
accest =
accmeas − 1 + sensErrP
specErrP + sensErrP − 1 =
1− NerrNgest − 1 + sensErrP
specErrP + sensErrP − 1 (6)
The specificity and sensitivity of the ErrP detection control slope and the
offset of the dependency between accmeas, the measured accuracy based on the
ErrP signals, and accest, the estimated true accuracy of the system, as depicted in
figure 3. As specErrP and sensErrP get lower, slight errors in the measurement
of accmeas will have more effect on the estimated true accuracy (due to the
steeper line slope in the figure).
6 ErrP-based gesture recognition adaptation
ErrP signals indicate when the action taken by a system is erroneous (see table
1), and thus whether a gesture was wrongly recognized in our game scenario.
The open questions are what are the adaptive strategies suitable to incorporate
the information provided by ErrP into a gesture recognition system.
User-specific adaptation scenario We consider an adaptation scenario where
a user independent gesture recognition system is adapted to a specific user
through ErrP occurrences. The gesture recognition system is trained in a user
independent manner in the HCI scenario (i.e. it uses a user independent classifier
Cinit). The system is then given to a so far unseen user. Each gesture performed
by this user is classified by the gesture recognition system. EEG analysis indi-
cates whether the action taken by the computer game, and thus the classification
of the gesture, was correct or wrong. We adapt the gesture classification system
through online learning (see below).
Gesture classification We distinguish the five game control gestures based on
the hand acceleration. We segment the signal using the gesture-start and gesture-
end signal provided by the light-barrier frame. During training of classifiers, the
ground truth label of gesture instances was provided by the light-barrier frame.
We did no dataset cleaning or outlier removal as this would not be possible in a
real application of this kind.
For each gesture, we calculate the following acceleration features on three
windows (full gesture, first half and second half of the gesture): mean, standard
deviation, minimum, maximum and energy. We do this on the three axes of the
acceleration signal as well as on its magnitude. In addition the correlation for
each axes pair xy, xz and yz is calculated. This yields 63 features. We perform a
probabilistic feature selection [27] combined with a scatter search [28] to select
a feature subset. This yields 6 features: the mean and the standard deviation on
the x axis, the mean on the y axis, the minimum of the magnitude, the mean of
the first half of the magnitude and the correlation between x and z axes.
We classify the gestures with the following classifiers: Naive Bayes [29], Bayes
Networks [30] and k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [31] implemented in the Weka
Machine Learning Project [32]. For the kNN classifier we chose k = 13 as it gave
sufficiently good results for all subjects. A higher value for k would also increase
the minimum number of training instances. We use a batch approach [33] for
on-line learning.
Strategies to exploit EEG The absence of ErrP indicates that the classifi-
cation result of the system is correct. We assume this result is the ground truth
class label of the gesture. The presence of ErrP indicates a wrong classification,
but does not provide indication of the class label. Therefore during operation we
can collect labeled user specific samples (those where ErrP was not detected).
We investigate three strategies to create user adapted classifiers. Essentially all
strategies start from a user independent classifier Cinit and operate by collecting
a user specific training set Sx. They then train a user adapted classifier Cx on
this set. The strategies differ in the way the training set is collected:
1. AD 1 “Incremental knowledge integration”: Starting from a user in-
dependent training set S1 = Sinit, the user adapted training set S1 grows by
including a new (user specific) gesture instance whenever the gesture per-
formed by the user is recognized and no ErrP is detected (see algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Adaptation strategy 1
1: Initialize dataset S1 with ninit subject independent instances
2: Train classifier C1 on the subject independent initial training set S1
3: for each user specific instance i do
4: classify instance i using C1 to class c
5: if no error detected then
6: add instance together with label c to S1
7: retrain C1 on the new S1
8: end if
9: end for
After a new gesture is collected a classifier C1 is trained on S1 and replaces
Cinit.
2. User specific batch training: a batch of user specific training samples
S2x is collected whenever a gesture performed by the user is recognized and
no ErrP is detected. There are two training sample collection variants:
(a) AD 2a: the user independent classifier Cinit classifies the gestures (see
algorithm 2)
(b) AD 2b: the classifier created with adaptation strategy 1 (AD1) classifies
the gestures (see algorithm 3)
Algorithm 2 Adaptation strategy 2a
1: Initialize dataset Sinit with ninit subject independent instances
2: Initialize dataset S2a to the empty set
3: Train classifier Cinit on the subject independent initial training set Sinit
4: for each user specific instance i do
5: classify instance i using Cinit to class c
6: if no error detected then
7: add instance i together with label c to S2a
8: if S2a contains sufficient instances then
9: train classifier C2a on S2a
10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
To train the user independent classifier Cinit we combine the data of all sub-
jects, leaving out the subject we want to adapt to. From this combined dataset we
select randomly ninit instances which are used for the training. The data of the
left out subject is split into an adaptation set and a test set. The adaptation set
contains 2250 instances while the test set contains 500 instances. We purposely
preserve the timely order of the data instances in the adaptation set to simulate
the adaptation as close to reality as possible. During operation, the instances in
the adaptation set are iteratively presented to the system for classification and
adaptation.
Algorithm 3 Adaptation strategy 2b
1: Initialize dataset S1 with ninit subject independent instances
2: Initialize dataset S2b to the empty set
3: Train classifier C1 on the subject independent initial training set S1
4: for each user specific instance i do
5: classify instance i using C1 to class c
6: if no error detected then
7: add instance i together with label c to S1
8: add instance i together with label c to S2b
9: retrain C1 on the new S1
10: if S2b contains sufficient instances then
11: train classifier C2b on S2b
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
6.1 Adaptation assuming perfect ErrP detection
For the following simulation we assume a perfect ErrP detection with a sensitiv-
ity and a specificity of 1. In figure 4 we show the evolution of the classification
accuracies for the different adaptation strategies over time. Due to space con-
straints we limit ourselves to the Naive Bayes classifier, the other classification
methods show the same trends. Each plot shows adaptation from a different
number of initial subject independent training instances ninit. Every 45 itera-
tions the accuracy of each classifier with respect to the subject dependent test
set is given. Two baselines represent the performance of a non-adaptive subject
independent and subject dependent classifier. The subject independent classifier
is trained on the initial training set with ninit instances. The subject depen-
dent classifier is trained on the adaptation set. It indicates the upper bound an
adapted user specific classifier can achieve if all the user specific information
would be available during the adaptation process.
The classifiers built based on adaptation strategy 1 show a benefit over the
subject independent baseline. The larger ninit the smaller the gain in accuracy is,
and adding more subject dependent instances (i.e. going towards higher iteration
counts) shows less improvement than the other adaptation strategies.
The classifiers built based on adaptation strategies 2a and 2b outperform
the subject independent baseline and also adaptation strategy 1. The adapted
subject dependent classifier achieves an accuracy 4-8% higher than the subject
independent classifier. As the number ninit of initial subject independent training
instances increases, the 2a and 2b adapted classifiers reach a higher accuracy.
To show the effect of the teacher signal we also added the result for adaptation
strategy 1 in a setting where every classification result is assumed to be correct
and no teacher is present. Without the teacher the adaptation leads to a classifier
performing worse than the user independent classifier.
To further the benefit of the additional ErrP information we also show a
baseline for adaptation strategy 1 in a setting where every classification result is
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Fig. 4: Accuracies of the classifier built based on adaptation strategies 1, 2a and 2b
over time for four different numbers of instances ninit in the initial training set. At
each iteration the adapted classifiers are tested on the subject dependent test set. The
dashed lines mark the point where 99.9% of the accuracy after all iterations is reached.
assumed to be correct - simulating the absence of ErrP. Without ErrP the adap-
tation leads to a classifier performing worse than the user independent classifier
in this setting.
The marker in the plots show the points where the 1, 2a and 2b adapted
classifiers reach 99.9% of the accuracy they achieve after all iterations. This
indicates how many iterations are sufficient to build a good adapted classifier.
The results averaged over all subjects and over five simulation runs from
different random seeds are listed in table 2. In all cases at least one of the user
adaptation strategies leads to a classifier outperforming the subject independent
classifier. The best adaptation is achieved with either strategy 2a or 2b. The
average improvement achieved by the best adaptation strategy over the subject
independent case is 5.1% for the Naive Bayes, 9.5% for the Bayes Network and
7.8% for the kNN.
The Symbols (+, ∗) next to recognition accuracy indicate for how many of
the subjects the increase in performance provided by the adaptation strategy is
statistically significant compared to the subject independent accuracy (T-Test,
p<0.05, null hypothesis is that the performance after adaptation is identical to
the subject independent accuracy).
ninit SID AD 1 AD 2a AD 2b
120 68.2 73.5 (1260) 75.1+ (450) 74.9 (1800)
Naive Bayes 480 73.7 74.3 (450) 79.3∗ (540) 76.0 (450)
SD = 81.2 3840 76.3 77.0 (315) 80.2∗ (450) 79.5∗ (315)
15360 76.3 76.8+ (720) 80.3∗ (450) 79.9∗ (405)
120 67.7 82.2+ (2025) 75.6∗ (405) 82.2∗ (1845)
Bayes Network 480 73.6 80.8∗ (2205) 80.1∗ (765) 82.1∗ (2160)
SD = 90.8 3840 75.8 80.2∗ (2115) 81.8∗ (540) 83.4∗ (2160)
15360 77.1 80.0∗ (2115) 83.9∗ (585) 84.6∗ (630)
120 69.0 75.0∗ (2250) 77.4∗ (1845) 79.9∗ (2250)
kNN k = 13 480 76.6 70.3∗ (45) 82.9∗ (2250) 84.6∗ (2250)
SD = 92.3 3840 80.1 85.9∗ (2250) 85.4∗ (2250) 86.1∗ (2250)
15360 81.8 86.7∗ (2205) 87.2∗ (2160) 87.9∗ (2250)
Table 2: Perfect ErrP detection: Accuracies achieved with the subject dependent (SD),
subject independent (SID), 1 adapted (AD 1), 2a adapted (AD 2a) and 2b adapted
(AD 2b) classifiers in %. The values in brackets give the number of iterations until
99.9% of the final accuracy is reached. (+: significant increase in accuracy for at least
3 out of 7 subjects, ∗: significant increase in accuracy for at least 5 out of 7 subjects)
6.2 Adaptation using experimental ErrP detection performance
We present the results obtained from the experimentally measured ErrP de-
tection accuracy. ErrP detection is challenging in this setup and the average
sensitivity is 0.65, the average specificity 0.62, over all subjects and sessions,
which is only slightly above chance. We repeated the simulations from section
6.1 taking into account the inaccuracies in the error detection. The simulation
results are listed in table 3.
For all values of ninit at least one adapted classifier performs better than the
subject independent classifier. The gain is however marginal in several cases and
certain adapted classifier perform worse than the subject independent one.
The average improvement achieved by the best adapted classifier over the
subject independent classifier is 0.4% for the Naive Bayes, 3.4% for the Bayes
Network and 2.4% for the kNN.
6.3 Influence of the ErrP detection accuracy on the adaptation
The ErrP recognition performance is a key parameter for a successful adapta-
tion. A perfect ErrP recognition leads to a performance of the user adapted
classifiers higher than the user independent classifier. With the ErrP perfor-
mance experimentally achieved in our setup the improvement is comparatively
lower. Typical EEG ErrP recognition algorithms can be adjusted towards in-
creased specificity or sensitivity following a ROC curve. By understanding the
range of ErrP recognition sensitivity and specificity values where the adaptation
of the gesture recognition shows benefit it becomes possible to adjust the ErrP
recognition parameters along the ROC curve to ensure a benefit.
We consider the adaptation to be beneficial when the user adapted classifier
performs significant better for at least 3 out of 7 subjects. We consider the 2a
ninit SID AD 1 AD 2a AD 2b
120 68.2 67.0 (45) 69.1 (450) 67.0 (1800)
Naive Bayes 480 73.7 68.4 (45) 74.2 (450) 69.3 (405)
SD = 81.23 3840 76.3 74.2 (45) 76.6+ (585) 74.9 (315)
15360 76.3 76.0 (45) 76.3+ (315) 75.3+ (315)
120 67.7 72.8 (1710) 70.0 (585) 73.2+ (2070)
Bayes Network 480 73.6 76.7+ (1305) 75.3 (540) 77.0+ (900)
SD = 90.8 3840 75.8 77.1 (1575) 77.4 (855) 77.6+ (585)
15360 77.1 78.0 (720) 80.0∗ (855) 79.7∗ (720)
120 69.0 70.0 (1035) 71.4 (1260) 66.5 (315)
kNN k = 13 480 76.6 76.7+ (90) 78.3+ (990) 76.6 (495)
SD = 92.3 3840 80.1 82.9+ (2025) 82.1+ (2250) 82.5+ (2250)
15360 81.8 84.5∗ (2205) 83.5+ (2205) 81.4∗ (855)
Table 3: Experimental ErrP detection: Accuracies achieved with the subject dependent
(SD), subject independent (SID), 1 adapted (AD 1), 2a adapted (AD 2a) and 2b
adapted (AD 2b) classifiers in %. The values in brackets give the number of iterations
until 99.9% of the final accuracy is reached. (+: significant increase in accuracy for
at least 3 out of 7 subjects, ∗: significant increase in accuracy for at least 5 out of 7
subjects)
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Fig. 5: The curves for each classification method give the ErrP detection performance
for which the 2a adapted classifier improves significantly for at least three subjects over
the subject independent classifier. For every point to the right or above these curves a
benefit can be expected when adapting based on a ErrP detection system offering this
performance.
adaptation strategy only with ninit = 480 instances in the initial dataset to
reduce the computation effort.
Figure 5 shows the decision line between sensitivity and specificity pairs be-
yond which the 2a adaptation strategy is beneficial. Any point right or above the
line describes an ErrP detection sensitivity or specificity that allows for benefi-
cial adaptation. The Bayes Network classifier is the most robust with respect to
ErrP recognition performance. The Naive Bayes and the kNN classifier require
better performance from the ErrP detection for the adaptation to be beneficial.
All algorithms are more sensitive to a low sensitivity than to a low specificity.
7 Discussion
In this work we assess, for the first time, single-trial recognition of EEG error-
related potentials in a complex, realistic task. This contrasts with previously
reported experiments where these signals were studied using very simple stim-
uli, and subjects movements were restricted to minimize motion-related artifacts
in the EEG signal [23, 19, 24]. The difference in the experimental protocol - i.e.
subject moving during the recording, complex visual feedback, different cogni-
tive demand of the experimental task -, together with the intrinsic variability,
noise, and non-stationarities of brain signals, may explain the low classification
accuracies obtained in the current study. Nevertheless, it should be considered
that it is not possible to achieve perfect decoding of brain generated signals due
to several reasons (i.e. low signal-to-noise ratio, EEG non-stationarity, muscular
contamination). Indeed, classification performance for ErrP recognition in much
simpler, controlled experiments is approximately 80% for both classes[23, 19].
Therefore our results are encouraging.
Despite the low ErrP recognition performance it was still possible to use this
additional source of information to successfully adapt the gesture recognition
system towards a specific user. The gain in accuracy achieved by the adaptation
is depending on the ErrP recognition. The better the ErrP recognition performs
the more improvement in the gesture classification can be expected. This is true
for all classification methods we investigated. The Bayes Network seemed to be
the most robust classification method regarding the adaptation from non-perfect
ErrP recognition.
As we rely on a subject independent gesture recognition system as a basis
for our adaptation it is indispensable that this initial system reaches a certain
recognition performance. If for example the initial system could not at all recog-
nize one specific class it would not be possible to build a new subject dependent
classifier, as this class would be missing in the collected subject dependent data.
In our experimental setup for data collection we assume that the subject
intention is correctly captured by the gesture recognition. There might still be
cases where the subject performs a wrong gesture by mistake. This mistake might
also be reflected in the brain signal as an error. As we do not capture the users
intention directly we can not assess the influence of user mistakes.
The gesture recognition errors are added artificially and randomly so that
the user can not adapt to it to improve the gesture recognition. Therefore the
simulated improvements of the gesture recognition are independent of potential
user adaptation.
One can arg that the simulations based on oﬄine data are not meaningful
for a live system as other effects, like user adaptation, may come into play. In a
life system it is very difficult to investigate all parameters essential for such an
adaptation scenario, though.
Even though the ErrP adapted classifier reaches a promising accuracy gain,
the performance of a classifier trained in a pure subject dependent manner is
still not reached. This can be explained by the fact that the adaptation only uses
the instances which are correctly classified by the subject independent classifier.
The instances which are too different and therefore not covered by the subject
independent model are excluded. These excluded instances potentially contain
information important for building a good user dependent model.
In the adaptation schemes we propose we do not make use of confidence
values which could be provided by the ErrP detection. These confidence values
may be used to weight the instances for the adaptation process.
The online learning we made use of was based on batch learning. Batch
learning in general puts higher memory requirements on a system, compared
to incremental learning, as all training instances in the batch have to be stored.
Especially for wearable systems with limited memory and processing capabilities
incremental learning should be considered for online learning and adaptation.
8 Conclusion
We have investigated strategies for user adaptation within a gesture based HCI
scenario making use of additional information provided by EEG ErrP analysis.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use brain signals related to the
perception of errors for the improvement of activity recognition systems. Simula-
tions of a perfect decoding of such signals show that theoretically the recognition
accuracy can be increased by up to 9.58% over the user independent classifier.
Using single-trial recognition of actual EEG data recorded during the gesture
based HCI experiment, the accuracy increase for the adapted gesture recognition
reached 3.29% in the best case. This shows that brain signals (i.e. EEG) gener-
ated during real human-computer interaction provide information that can be
integrated into the activity recognition chain so as to improve its performance.
EEG-based user adaptation remains unlikely in real-world scenarios in the
near future given the current state of the sensing technology, its sensitivity to
motion artifacts, and the desire for invisible wearables. Miniaturized sensing
platforms may become available [34], however there are also many professional
occupations that require to wear a helmet or head protection gear (e.g. firefight-
ers, soldiers, surgeons, pilots). In this case the integration of EEG within the
head apparel can be envisioned. Since these are usually high stakes professions, a
continuous self-monitoring of wearable system performance and its improvement
over time may be strong factors supporting the inclusion of such technology. In
general there are many potential applications, ranging from disabled people to
entertainment [35], which could benefit from “human in the loop” strategies.
An immediate outcome of this work, however, is the comparative evaluation
of user adaptation strategies, that are applicable to other forms of user feedback.
For instance, a button integrated in a smart shirt or a user interface element
could be used to signal a non-desired behavior triggering system adaptation.
Besides using the strategies presented here to adapt a generic classifier to a
specific user, they may also be used to deal with changing user preferences or non
stationarities, either using implicit EEG-based feedback, or explicit feedback.
In future work we plan to use the recorded EMG and EOG to filter out
muscular artifacts that may contaminate the signals used for classification. This
may lead to an increase in recognition performance and a higher robustness to
contaminations.
To improve the user adaption we further plan to investigate how online
learning methods can make additional use of user specific instances which were
wrongly classified. Those instances may add valuable information to the adap-
tation process.
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